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FF-II 

 

Application for shooting in Bangladesh to produce TV/ Video Films/ 

Documentary by Foreign network/organization/ Media House: 
 

Declaration/Contract [FF-II] 
 

I/We, hereby declare that, 
1.  The information/particulars given by me/ us in the application Form FF-I & FF-II are true.  

2.  I / We also undertake to abide by all the existing rules, regulations, procedures, and practices now in 

force, and or maybe in force, during our stay in Bangladesh in respect of shooting to produce 

multimedia/ Video/ TV program/ Film/ Documentary by foreign network/organization.  

3.  I / We also undertake that no shots will be taken or later incorporated from other sources which may 

appear to the authorities as prejudicial to the national image of the country or may hurt the sentiment 

of the people of the country.  

4.  I / We understand that on arrival in Dhaka, Bangladesh we will be briefed by the Director General 

(Public Diplomacy Wing/ department concerned), Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh, and 

Officers of the concerned Departments will extend professional assistance as and when necessary.  

5.  After the shooting is completed, I/ We agree to submit the negatives/footage/video/source file of the 

proposed film to the concerned authority for preview, and at our expenses; and shall not send the 

negatives/ footage/ video/ source file of the proposed film abroad/anywhere until or unless the 

preview is completed, and proper permission of the same to send abroad is obtained.  

6.  We agree to send two copies of edited films in VHS videocassette/ DVD formats/ suitable digital 

format to the Director General, Public Diplomacy Wing, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh, 

through this Mission/local sponsor.  

7.  I/ We will not engage myself/ ourselves in activities other than the stated purpose [as mentioned in 

the FF-I form] while visiting Bangladesh and following the approved plan. 

8.  I/ We shall keep the concerned Bangladesh Mission and authorities well-informed of/about any 

changes in our scheduled visit, in advance. 

9.  If any clause of this contract or rules, regulations, procedures, and practices in respect of shooting, is 

violated by us, proceedings against us may be drawn by the concerned authorities of Bangladesh in a 

Bangladeshi court.  

10.  Name and Designation of 

Applicant/ Team Leader: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.  Signature of team leader with 

date & seal/ stamp: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.  Attested/ seen by Bangladesh 

Mission: 

 

 

 

 

Signature of the authorized Officer, with seal/stamp & date 
N.B. Please complete this FF-II Form, put your signature, and send this form along with the FF-I Form, Visa application, 

passport, and other documents to the Embassy/ Mission of Bangladesh. 


